


We researched what the definition of thought leadership and what it means to us individually. We

then did a thorough SWOT analysis of Cisco and determined what their strengths were and what

opportunities we could work on while overcoming their weaknesses. While doing so we studied

various cultures and the different kinds of visual language that we could incorporate into the

campaign. We played around with word associations and different types of qualitative research to get

into the mindset of the target audience. We studied how technology can be used to enable humanity

through the art of possibility. We researched the kind of work Cisco was doing in their fields and did a

competitor analysis to understand how we can differentiate and empower Cisco over them. During

our research, we discussed various forms of storytelling and which one would be the most effective

for our creative campaign. We discussed various themes the 4p’s and also the feasibility of our

ideas.

key   research



big   idea

Our Big idea came to us in a

flash. The inspiration for this

campaign derived from a single

video explaining how the

reintroduction of wolves back

into Yellow Stone National Park

changed the flow of rivers all

around the park. From this video,

we came to the realization that

wolves are the thought leaders

within their own packs, thus

shape the ecosystem in which

they live. Upon more research

we concluded that without a

thought leader to cultivate

change, any established system

will fall apart.



big   idea

It was because of this video that

we decided to create a running

metaphor throughout our pitch

which incorporated the idea of

what a thought leader is and

how they must present

themselves. Thought leaders

and innovators thought-out

history have been born not

created, much like alpha wolves.

These individuals possess a

certain innate drive which when

given the opportunity to develop

allows them to become natural

born leaders. It was from this

idea that we decided to show

how Cisco is a thought leader

and how it is influencing the

thought leaders of tomorrow by

providing an example of change.



Our video shows the

correlation of how leaders are

born. In the human portion of

our video, we show how

Cisco and the guidance

provided by Cisco’s

innovations allowed for the

next generation thought

leader flourish.. Our big idea

is to show how from birth to

greatness, Cisco will play a

hand at shaping the

humanistic ecosystem in

which we all live in. Much like

the wolves, they will play a

pivotal role in shaping the

world around us in the near

future.

big   idea



initial   creative   brief
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creative   campaign

When observing wolves, one may not initially think

they can impact the ecosystem, but on closer

inspection we realized that they are the thought

leaders of the wilderness. By reintroducing wolves

in Yellowstone Park they recreated the entire

ecosystem into the beautiful reserve it is today.

From these observations, we drew parallels

between Cisco and the wolves. We realized they

were connected. Cisco is also the engineer of their

ecosystem, yet isn’t commonly recognized as a

leader. Connecting the unconnected is a Cisco

trademark and we believe, by definition, the

unconnected that Cisco is successfully connecting

is the relationship between technology and

humanity.
Cisco has had great success in connecting

technology and humanity. They have enabled

various industrial sectors to operate efficiently

(B2B) and by doing so they have helped humanity

immensely- connecting different industries by

building networks is what makes Cisco a leader in

thought leadership.



http://youtu.be/ysa5OBhXz-Q

how   wolves   change   rivers

http://youtu.be/ysa5OBhXz-Q
http://youtu.be/ysa5OBhXz-Q


connected     unconnected     evolution     humanity 



ideation      pinterest



tomorrow   leaders

https://vimeo.com/114092266

https://vimeo.com/114092266


strategies

Cisco already has a

Collaboration Summit every

year that gets thought

leaders from across the

world to inspire. Cisco should

do the same thing for the

youth, as they are the

thought leaders of the future.

Tomorrow Starts Here 



strategies

Connecting the unconnected

is only possible by putting

Cisco out there. The best

way to do so is through

interacting with their

customers/clients . We think

the best way to do so is

through social media.

Twitter/Linked In/Facebook

example- old spice, Taco

Bell,

Connecting the Unconnected

Collaborating with other

thought leaders from different

fields…organizing

specialized Cisco press

conferences for potential

clients and thought leaders

and get them to be brand

ambassadors for Cisco (by

example others will follow)-

Brand building exercises



Disrupting entire markets, driving a

global change by changing the

way people perceive technology

differently. Make it more fun and

interactive with out of home media.

As most people spend more time

outside of their homes, it makes

sense to create hubs and

interactive media in places where

people frequent and showcase

how the “Internet of Everything” is

going to be more important than

before and create a presence.

Disruption

strategies




